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PENFOLD, Alexandra

PICTURE BOOK

ALL ARE WELCOME
Alexandra Penfold (represented by Writers House)
illustrated by Suzanne Kaufman (represented by Upstart Crow)
No matter how you start your day,
What you wear when you play,
Or if you come from far away.
All are welcome here.
July 2018
Picture book
Knopf/Penguin Random House
Hardcover
HC ISBN 0525579656
Review materials: Finished books

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

The #1 New York Times–bestseller about how the strongest
communities are the ones that embrace everyone.

This lyrical picture book celebrates kindness and inclusivity in the
classroom.
• Twenty-one weeks—and counting—on the New York Times bestseller list
• More than 300,000 copies sold
“A vital message in today's political climate.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred
review
“A lively, timely picture book.”—Booklist
Rights Information: Canada (Scholastic Canada), Italy (Castoro), Japan (Suzuki),
Korea (KIZM), UK (Bloomsbury), US (Knopf/PRH)

PENFOLD, Alexandra

PICTURE BOOK

BIG FEELINGS

NEW TITLE

The newest from the ALL ARE WELCOME team helps children
navigate the emotional challenges of the everyday

Alexandra Penfold (represented by Writers House)
illustrated by Suzanne Kaufman (represented by Upstart Crow)
I have big feelings
You have them too.
How can I help?
What can we do?
Spring 2021
Picture book
Knopf/Penguin Random House
Hardcover
HC ISBN 978-0-525-57974-8
Review materials: PDF of complete
interior

What should we do when things don't go to plan? We may feel mad,
frustrated, or overwhelmed, but by talking it through, compromising, and
seeing another point of view, we can start fresh, begin anew.
Alexandra Penfold is the author of The Littlest Viking and We Are Brothers,
We Are Friends. She lives in Brooklyn, New York.
www.alexpenfoldbooks.com
Suzanne Kaufman has provided art for many books, as well as written her
own. She lives in Seattle. www.suzannekaufman.com
Rights Information: UK (Bloomsbury), US (Knopf/PRH)
Inquiries: rights@upstartcrowliterary.com
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ACAMPORA, Paul

MIDDLE GRADE FICTION
NEW TITLE

A comedy of crushes, first dates, and what falling in love really means

DANNY CONSTANTINO’S FIRST (AND MAYBE LAST?)
DATE
Paul Acampora
Teen Hollywood movie star Natalie Flores Griffin just accepted an online
invitation to attend the Halloween Dance at Cuper Cove Middle School. Who
sent the invitation? That would be Danny Constantino, Cuper Cover 7th
grader. Now, Danny will be spending an evening with the date of his dreams.
But Danny’s dream date—which also happens to be his first date ever—gets
complicated quickly because Natalie’s no dream. She’s a real girl.
★ “A bright, brisk rom-com… hilarious, if sometimes agonizing, twists on the
meet-cute and other conventions.” — Booklist, starred review

“Every first date should be this charming.”—Kirkus Reviews
July 2020
Middle Grade fiction (10 and up)
Dial/Penguin Random House (US)
ISBN: 978-1984816610

“A fast-paced, humorous escapade that tackles the social awkwardness of
middle school dating. Authentic yet witty.”—School Library Journal

Review materials: finished books; PDF
of interior

Paul Acampora is the author of the massively acclaimed I Kill the Mockingbird, Defining
Dulcie, and a three other laugh-out-loud, heartfelt novels. www.paulacompora.com

COLLIER, Nicole

MIDDLE GRADE FICTION
NEW TITLE

A sparkling #ownvoices debut about family, friendship, bravery—and
chickens

JUST RIGHT JILLIAN
Nicole D. Collier
Fifth grader Jillian will do anything to blend in. But after a bully says she can
never be a winner, she sets out to win her school’s biggest battle of wits.
Unfortunately, breaking out of her shell is easier said than done. Jillian has less
than a month to overcome a lifetime of shyness and summon the courage to
speak up for herself—or lose her only chance to win.
• First in a series

February 2022
Middle Grade fiction (8 and up)
Versify/HMH Children’s (US)
ISBN: 978-1534424876
Review materials: copyedited pages

Nicole D. Collier is a former teacher and reading coach; this is her first book. She lives
in Atlanta, Georgia. www.nicoledcollier.com
Inquiries: rights@upstartcrowliterary.com
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KALMAR, Daphne

MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

STEALING MT. RUSHMORE

NEW TITLE

A girl does all she can—legal or not—to keep her family from falling
apart

Daphne Kalmar
It's the summer of 1974. Nellie's turned thirteen. Her mom's run off, the
money for their family road trip to see Mt. Rushmore is missing, and her
dad's crawled into bed and won't get up. Nellie's sure the trip out West will
fix her family, and she'll do almost anything to come up with the cash. But
she begins to wonder why it's always her, the girl, who's stuck with the
dishes and everything else. And how can a mom just up and leave with no
note, no forwarding address, no nothing?
A Junior Library Guild Gold Standard Selection

August 2020
Middle Grade fiction (12 and up)
Feiwel & Friends/Macmillan
HC ISBN: 978-1250155009

“Brilliant and multifaceted. I could not put it down." ―Debby Dahl
Edwardson, author of National Book Award Finalist, My Name Is Not Easy
“Will break your heart. . . and heal it again. Stealing Mt. Rushmore has it
all.”—Marion Dane Bauer, author of the Newberry Honor novel On My
Honor

Review materials: PDF of interior

KALMAR, Daphne

MIDDLE GRADE FICTION
A moving tale in the vein of the Newbery-winning Moon Over Manifest

A STITCH IN TIME
Daphne Kalmar
When her father dies, eleven-year old Donut stands to lose everything: her friends,
her village, her home, and the woods where the memories of her dad are stored up.
So she and her best friend Tiny plan to keep her right where she belongs: Donut
paddles away in her dad’s last invention, a folding tin boat. But Donut isn’t counting
on a bear, a leaky boat, or an ache that won’t go away.
An NPR Best Book of 2018
BookPage Children's Top Pick, July 2018
ê “Kalmar’s debut has an authentic voice …. Donut is brassy and flawed but easy to
love.”—Booklist (starred review)
June 2018
Middle Grade fiction (12 and up)
Feiwel & Friends/Macmillan
HC ISBN: 978-1250154989
Review materials: finished books

ê “Introduces a delightfully intricate character …. [who is] insightful, articulate, and
wry.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Daphne Kalmar lives in Vermont. She is the author of Stealing Mt. Rushmore and A
Stitch in Time.

Inquiries: rights@upstartcrowliterary.com
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LITTLEWOOD, Kathryn

MIDDLE-GRADE FICTION
NEW TITLE

In Development as a feature film by Senator Films
A BLISSful finale for the capstone entry in the internationally
bestselling series!

MIRROR MAGIC: A BLISS NOVEL (Book 9)
Kathryn Littlewood
Rosemary Bliss and her best friend Nevika thought they had completed
their training to become Grand Master Bakers … only there is one final
apprenticeship, this time with a pair of powerful and magical twin sisters.
As they attempt to pass the sisters’ tests, Rose and Nevika also uncover a
dastardly plot from the Conspiracy of Confectioners involving their old
friend Lucy. In order to save her, Rose and Nevika must battle the
Conspiracy—with the help of the entire Bliss family—one final time.
[Cover of 2018 Gift Edition of Book 1]
MIRROR MAGIC (BLISS 9)
November 2020
Middle-grade (10 and up)
Fischer Verlag/Germany
HC ISBN tk

Kathryn Littlewood is a writer, actress, comedienne, and bon vivant who
lives in New York City and has a sweet tooth for middle-grade readers.

The first eight magical, madcap adventures of the Bliss family

BLISS (Book 1), A DASH OF MAGIC (Book 2),
BITE-SIZED MAGIC (Book 3), MAGIC BY THE MOUTHFUL
(Book 4), MAGIC IN THE MIX (Book 5), MAGIC BY THE
MINUTE (Book 6), HOLIDAY MAGIC (Book 7), and THE
MAGIC SCHOOL (Book 8) [Books 7 & 8 not shown]
ê “Hilarious... Readers will savor this... Fantastic fantastical fare.”—Kirkus (starred review)
“Quite delicious and very funny”—Wall Street Journal
“[A] delicious and exciting book”—The Washington Post
BLISS
February 2012
Middle-grade (10 and up)
Harper Collins/NA
HC 978-0062084231
PB 978-0-06-208424-8

A DASH OF MAGIC
February 2013
Middle-grade (10 and up)
Harper Collins/NA
HC 978-0062084293
PB 978-0062084309

BITE-SIZED MAGIC
February 2014
Middle-grade (10 and up)
Harper Collins/NA
HC 978-0062084262
PB 978-0062084279

Rights Information: Brazil (Moderna), China (Citic), Finland (Otava), France (Pocket Jeunesse),
Germany (Fischer), Greece (Psichogios), Indonesia (Mizan), Italy (Mondadori), Netherlands
(Van Holkema & Warendorf), Norway (Cappelen Damm), Poland (Egmont Polska), Portugal
(Galivro), Spain (Ediciones B), Sweden (Alfabeta), Taiwan (Omnibook), Turkey (Pegasus), UK
(Harper), US+C (HarperCollins) Film: Senator Films

Inquiries: rights@upstartcrowliterary.com

Film/TV inquiries: emily@gotham-group.com
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MYKLUSCH, Matt

MIDDLE GRADE FICTION
NEW TITLE

The second entry in the action-packed adventure for fans of James
Riley

ORDER OF THE MAJESTIC, Book 2: Lost Kingdom
Matt Myklusch
Joey and his friends, Shazad and Leanora, are now the new Order of the
Majestic. It is their responsibility to keep magic alive and free for all—but all
of that changes when Fate taps them on the shoulder, and puts the Secret
Map of the World in their hands. Together, Joey and his friends strike off on a
tour of hidden realms, on a race to find a lost kingdom of magic. They must
find the lost kingdom first, or risk delivering the world’s most powerful source
of magic energy right into the hands of their worst enemies.

Praise for the first book in The Order of the Majestic series:
June 2020
Middle Grade fiction (8 and up)
Aladdin/S&S (US)
ISBN: 978-1534424876
Review materials: finished books

“Packed with humor, imaginative world building, and surprises. I loved it!”—
J.A. White, author of The Thickety
“With dazzling plot twists, nonstop action [and a] lovable hero whose journey
to greatness will make readers scream for more.”—New York Times-bestseller
Peter Lerganis, author of the Seven Wonders series

The first entry in the magical series called “a delight!” by Booklist

THE ORDER OF THE MAJESTIC, Book 1
Matt Myklusch
Joey Kopecky isn’t the smartest 12-year-old, but everyone thinks he is. So when Joey’s
perfect test scores and ability to “see through tricks” get him out of summer school
and qualify him to try out for a job working for Redondo the Magnificent, he is
thrilled. But Joey soon learns there is more to magic than putting on a good show.
Dark magicians intent on destroying Redondo and wreaking havoc on the magical
world are closing in, and it’s up to Joey to save them all—if only he can find a way to
truly believe.
A Junior Library Guild Selection

May 2019
Middle Grade fiction (8 and up)
Aladdin/S&S (US)
ISBN: 978-1534424876
Review materials: finished books

Matt Myklusch is the author of the JACK BLANK series (S&S/Aladdin) and SEABORNE
series (Lerner) and is the host of THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY PODCAST.
www.mattmyklusch.com

Inquiries: rights@upstartcrowliterary.com
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NUANEZ, J.M.M.

MIDDLE GRADE FICTION
NEW TITLE

A tender, funny book about a girl and her gender-creative brother

BIRDIE AND ME
J.M.M. Nuanez
Jack and her little brother, Birdie, live with Uncle Carl, whose love for them is
boundless—but he isn't the most responsible person, so they end up living
with Uncle Patrick, who never wanted them in the first place. Immediately
there is trouble, because Birdie isn’t like typical boys. He doesn’t play
football, or like trucks and guns; he prefers dolls and softer things. For Uncle
Patrick, the solution to Birdie getting bullied at school is to make him wear
“boy’s” clothes. That's when Jack knows she has to do something drastic so
that she and Birdie can find the real home they need—and stay true to their
best selves.

ê “[A] singular story of a grieving and unconventional family …. Highly
recommended.” —School Library Journal, starred review
Spring 2020
Middle Grade fiction (10 and up)
Kathy Dawson Books/Penguin RH
HC ISBN 978-0399186776
Review materials: finished books;
pdf of interior

ê “This strong, emotional, and engaging read is a must-have…A great
coming-of-age story for 5th–8th graders.” — School Library Connection,
starred review
J.M.M. Nuanez lives in San Diego, CA. This is her debut novel.

SMIBERT, Angie

MIDDLE GRADE FICTION
The final entry of the acclaimed supernatural historical mysteries

GHOSTS OF ORDINARY OBJECTS: THE TRUCE
Angie Smibert
Everyone assumes that Bone’s Uncle Ash is the body in the mine—after all, the
corpse was found clutching Ash’s old dog tags. But Bone’s Gift—which allows her to
see the stories in everyday objects—reveals this isn’t Ash. Now she’s got two
mysteries on her hands: if it isn’t Ash, who is it? And where on earth is her uncle?

The first two entries in the unnervingly spooky series:

ê“This mystical mystery makes good

March 2020
Middle Grade fiction (10 and up)
Boyds Mills Press/Highlights (US)
HC ISBN
Review materials: finished books; pdf
of interiors

use of its World War II backdrop [with]
storytelling that'll snag even historyresistant readers.” – BCCB, starred
review

March 2018
HC 978-1629798509

March 2019
HC 978-1629798516

“An intriguing blend of history and
magic.” – Kirkus Reviews

Angie Smibert is the author of three award-winning young adult novels and the
first two entries in the Ghosts of Ordinary Objects series. www.angiesmibert.com
Inquiries: rights@upstartcrowliterary.com
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WEST, Jacqueline

MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

LONG LOST

NEW TITLE

A girl reads a book that doesn’t exist … and opens up an eerie
mystery and a century-old unsolved crime

Jacqueline West
Alone and out of place in her new town, Fiona ventures to the library, a
rambling mansion donated to the town by the long-dead heiress. There she
finds a gripping mystery novel about a small town, family secrets, and a
tragic disappearance.
Weirdly enough, the events of the novel bear a similarity to events in her
new town. But when she looks for the book again, it’s gone. Almost like it
never existed.

May 2021
Middle Grade Fiction (10 and up)
HarperCollins/Greenwillow (US)
HC ISBN 978-0062691750

With stubbornness and a little help from a few odd Lost Lake locals, Fiona
uncovers the book’s strange history. It’s not a novel, but the true story of
an unsolved century-old crime filled with clues to the mystery. Lost Lake is a
town of restless spirits, and Fiona will learn that both help and danger
come from unexpected places.

Review materials: manuscript

WEST, Jacqueline

MIDDLE GRADE FICTION
And Jacqueline West’s magical, award-winning Collectors duet

THE COLLECTORS & A STORM OF WISHES
Jacqueline West
When Van spots a girl and a squirrel stealing pennies from a fountain, he
discovers the Collectors—a secret organization that believes wishes are a
menace to society.

Author of the New York Times–bestselling The Books of Elsewhere

“A brilliant fantasy adventure exploring the consequences of getting what
you wish for.”—Booklist

JAC Q U E L I N E WE S T

“A fast-paced and engrossing tale. Readers may not wish to leave this
magical world.”—Kirkus Reviews
A Storm of Wishes

“Wonderfully strange.… A book to adore.”—Anne Ursu, author of The Real
Boy
An ALA Schneider Family Honor Book

October 2018 & October 2019
Middle Grade Fiction (10 and up)
HarperCollins/Greenwillow (US)
HC ISBN 978-0062691699
HC ISBN 978-0062691729

Jacqueline West is the author of the New York Times–bestselling Books of
Elsewhere series. She lives in Minnesota. www.jacquelinewest.com
Rights Information: Argentina (Roca); France (Milan); Korea (Hansol-soobook);
Russia (Exmo); US/Canada (HarperCollins/Greenwillow);
Inquiries: rights@upstartcrowliterary.com
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ALLEN, Rachael

YOUNG ADULT FICTION

THE SUMMER OF IMPOSSIBILITIES
Rachael Allen

NEW TITLE

A Sarah Dessen-esque tale of summer sisterhood told in four voices

Four teens must spend the summer at the lake house where their moms
became best friends. But once there, they find the records of their moms’
secret society—one whose rules mandate telling the absolute truth and
accomplishing something impossible. It inspires them to create their own
Summer of Impossibilities. A few crushes, heartaches, flaming
marshmallows and midnight boat rides later, the girls have been
dramatically revealed to each other and everything has changed—all in
one impossible summer.
★ “[Written] with grace, humor, and maturity … it stays firmly rooted in
the … the characters and their sturdy humanity, which never falters.”
—School Library Journal, starred review
May 2020
YA fiction (14 and up)
Abrams/Amulet (US)
HC ISBN 978-1419741128
Review materials: finished books

Rachael Allen lives in Georgia; this is her fourth novel, after the awardwinning A Taxonomy of Love.

LARIVIERE, Sarah

YOUNG ADULT FICTION

TIME TRAVEL FOR LOVE AND PROFIT
Sarah Lariviere

NEW TITLE

A humorous teen Groundhog Day with a touch of romance

When Nephele has a terrible freshman year, she does the only logical
thing for a math prodigy like herself: she invents a time travel app so she
can go back and do it again (and again, and again) in this funny love story,
Groundhog Day for the iPhone generation.
But finding the solution to the problem of friendless nerd isn’t as easy as
doing math, and soon she gets trapped in a never-ending loop of
freshman year. Until she meets someone special and her carefully laid
plans to escape her time-travel trap go out the window.
“Reminiscent of A Wrinkle in Time. A heartwarming story of hacking high
school through math.”—Kirkus

January 2021
Teen fiction (12 and up)
Knopf/Penguin Random House (US)
HC ISBN 978-0593174203
Review materials: PDF of interior

Sarah Lariviere lives in San Francisco; this is her second novel. Her first,
The Bad Kid, was a finalist for the Edgar Award for Best YA Mystery.

Inquiries: rights@upstartcrowliterary.com
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WEST, Jacqueline

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
A spooky rock-and-roll thriller from a New York Times–bestseller

LAST THINGS
Jacqueline West
Anders Thorson's band, Last Things, is on the verge of stardom. While Anders
shines onstage, Thea Malcolm hides among the crowds, watching his every
move. At first, Anders thinks she's just an obsessive fan, but Thea knows the
truth about his talents: that Anders made a bargain with something dark and
powerful, and the darkness is quickly closing in.
“Everything I love in a book.”—New York Times #1 bestseller Victoria Schwab
“A dark and lovely saga.”—Booklist
“A suspenseful tale wrought from power chords, creeping darkness, and
disquieting twists.”—Kirkus Reviews
Spring 2019
Young Adult Fiction (1s and up)
Greenwillow (US)
HC ISBN 978-0-06-287506-8
PB ISBN 978-0-06-287507-5
Review materials: finished books

“You’ll want to leave the lights on.”—Book and Film Globe

Jacqueline West is a poet and the bestselling, award-winning author of The
Collectors and The Books of Elsewhere series. www.jacquelinewest.com

WOON, Yvonne

YOUNG ADULT FICTION

IF YOU, THEN ME
Yvonne Woon

NEW TITLE

A cutting-edge Silicon Valley romance for fans of Jenny Han

What would you ask your future self?

Summer 2021
Young adult fiction (12 and up)
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (US)
Hardcover ISBN tk
Review materials: Jacket PDF and final
MS

Xia is stuck in a lonely, boring loop. Her only escapes are Wiser, an
artificial intelligence app she designed to answer questions like her future
self, and a mysterious online crush she knows only as ObjectPermanence.
And then one day Xia enrolls at the Foundry, an app incubator for tech
prodigies in Silicon Valley. Suddenly, anything is possible. Flirting with
Mast, a classmate also working on AI, leads to a date. But then Xia
receives a shocking message from ObjectPermanence: He is at the
Foundry, too. Xia is torn between Mast and ObjectPermanence. Xia
doesn’t have to ask Wiser to know: The right choice could transform her
into the future self of her dreams, but the wrong one could destroy her. If
{she chooses one path}, then {what will her future hold}?

Yvonne Woon is the author of the Dead Beautiful series and has an MFA
in fiction from Columbia University. She lives in Atlanta, Georgia.

Inquiries: rights@upstartcrowliterary.com
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BROOME, Brian

ADULT NONFICTION
NEW TITLE

A vulnerable, brave, and gut-punchingly funny debut memoir

PUNCH ME UP TO THE GODS
Brian Broome
In prose that is at once thrilling, devastating, and uproariously funny,
PUNCH ME UP TO THE GODS explores both blackness and gayness by
taking readers into the most intimate parts of Broome’s life, from
encountering entrenched racism during a grade school spelling bee to
his first experience in a gay bathhouse, to trying to live up to a white
gay man’s sexual sports fantasy. The essays in PUNCH ME UP TO THE
GODS are playful and poignant, awkward and wholly original. They
brim with both swagger and sensitivity, adding a bright new voice to
the increasing chorus of ongoing cultural conversation that is
redefining what it means to be a Black, gay man in America.

Spring 2021
Memoir (adult)
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
HC ISBN: TK
Review materials: Edited manuscript;
ARCs available Late Fall 2020

Brian Broome is a K. Leroy Irvis Fellow and instructor in the Writing
Program at the University of Pittsburgh, where he is currently pursuing
his MFA. His work has been featured in The Guardian, Medium,
Longreads, Hippocampus, and Very Smart Brothas.

Inquiries: rights@upstartcrowliterary.com
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